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ABSTRACT 

The images authentication transmitted through the 
communication networks must verify the proof of the 
originality and robustness against the hacker attacks. The 
existing techniques such as the cryptographic methods are not 
sufficient. An effectiveness and robust solution is proposed in 
this paper. This solution is based on the watermarking of the 
video and especially the Motion JPEG stream. We focused on 
one of the major properties of the JPEG image which is the 
quantization matrix. The watermarking is performed on this 
matrix. We detail the obtained results against several attacks. 

General Terms 
Image security, image watermarking, data authentication. 

Keywords 

MJPEG video stream, Quantization matrix, Watermarking, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The security of the visual data collected through a 
communication network becomes a very important aspect to 
proof the authenticity and the origin of the transmitted data. 
The digital processing methods are so available and easy to 
use that it makes the falsification and the hacking so easy [1]. 
It is therefore necessary to incorporate in the capture systems 
and the control stations techniques that secure data against all 
kinds of malicious manipulations. The first techniques used to 
solve this problem are based on cryptography [8]. Using 
correctly the video must respect several constraints such as: 
the generation of a minimum volume of additional data, the 
malicious attacks detection, the tolerance against involuntary 
attacks (compression, changing format, etc...), the attacks 
location on the images constituting the video stream and the 
data recovery after attacks. Unfortunately, the used 
cryptographic techniques do not satisfy the constraints 
mentioned above [2, 3]. The generated data are so much and 
the introduced security is very limited to the verification of the 
data integrity rather than the visual content. 

Against these limitations relative to cryptographic methods 
used in content protection, many researchers have turned to 
other approaches that allow security to take into account the 

constraints mentioned before. It means the non neglect of the 
cryptographic concepts that may play an additional advantage 
in strengthening security. These new approaches consist of 
digital watermarking the data and authenticating the content. 
These approaches allow us to extract the watermark 
(embedded secret) and provide information on data origin, 
authenticity and all the forgery made. 

There are already advanced works that allow us to believe that 
the authentication data by marking the video is possible [1, 2]. 
Among the few existing authentication methods, we find the 
works in [1, 3, 4, 5, 6]. These authors use the watermarking in 
the both domains (color and transformed) with the techniques 
that are already presented in image watermarking technology. 
They assume that a perfect equality between the original and 
the extracted watermark is a proof of authenticity of the data 
and any difference means a possible attack. The same 
evaluations on image/video watermarking are also concerned 
with the video authentication field where the authors faced the 
same situations seen in image/video watermarking in terms of 
robustness against attacks. 

In this paper, we present a new watermarking technique for 
addressing the problem of recovering rights and authentication 
of images included in Motion JPEG video streams sent by 
different wireless robots (wifibots). This technique is based on 
watermarking the compressed data or the quantization matrix 
which is one of the main steps in JPEG compression. The 
quantization matrix is standard but each camera may be 
recognized by its own one after watermarking so that the 
identification of the source is easy. 

2. JPEG COMPRESSION 
The JPEG compression process is depicted in Fig. 1.  

 

 

 

Fig. 1. The JPEG compression process.  
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The decompression process is the inverse.  

After partitioning the RGB original image into 8*8-blocks Br,s  
r,s=0...7, each Br,s  is transformed into 8*8-YUV block Cr,s 
using the following matrix: 

 

then we proceed to 4:2:0 sub sampling Y, U and V, that 
means we leave Y unchanged (the eye is sensitive to 
luminance represented by Y), and consecutive 4*4 blocks  in 
U and V are replaced by one element with average value (the 
eye is less sensitive to chrominance represented by U an V). 
Information is lost at this step.  

U11 U12 U13 U14 U15 U16 U17 U18 
U21 U22 U23 U24 U25 U26 U27 U28 

        
        
        
        
        
        

8*8-Matrix U 

 (U11+U12+ 
U21+U22)/4 

(U13+U14+ 
U23+U24)/4 

(U15+U16+ 
U25+U26)/4 

(U17+U18+ 
U27+U28)/4 

    
    
    

4*4-New matrix U 
 
To get the frequencies, we apply DCT independently to each 
block; note that the low frequencies contain the essential 
information in an image, so they must not change but the high 
frequencies can be eliminated by quantization. The DCT is 
defined by 

 

where w(0)=1/√2 and w(r>0)=1. The next step implements 
another lossy part of JPEG compression where coefficients di,j  

are divided by quantization matrix and rounded to integers. 

 

The decompression process works in the reverse order. Blocks 
of quantized DCT coefficients are recovered from the JPEG 
file and multiplied by quantization steps, . The 

resulting values are transformed using the inverse Discrete 
Cosine Transformation (IDCT) and rounded to integers in the 

range [0, 255] (for 8 bits image). The decompressed block   

is: 

 

3. PROPOSED APPROACH 
The recovery and the decompression processes of the images 
through a wifibot are achieved by three main procedures:  the 
image recovery from the camera, the image decompression 
and finally the image storing/displaying [7]. Fig. 2 shows how 
the image pixels are transmitted. 

 

Fig.2. Request transmission 

These procedures are defined in the jpeglib of the wifibot [7]. 
The first procedure consists to transfer the image from the 
wifibot camera with JPEG format to the wifibot processor 
(The compression program is directly implemented in the 
camera). This step is described by the wbGetImage() function. 
The second procedure is designed to decompress the image 
transmitted by the wifibot’s camera, it is described by the 
wbDecompressImage() function. The last algorithm is defined 
by the wbWriteImage() function which stores the 
decompressed image in an uncompressed format (such as 
PPM). Normally, this function should not be used frequently 
because of the slowness of the wifibot file system. The 
following programs are implemented in the wifibot processor 
and executed via the interface implemented in the local 
station. When sending a request from the local station, various 
data are sent, like the resolution (for example 640*480), the 
speed, the rotation angle of the camera, the direction, the 
number of frames/second, choosing between receiving image 
or video, etc,...  

#define SIZE 150000  
int main(void) 
{ 
int sz, width, height; 
unsigned char *image; 
unsigned char buffer[SIZE]; 
image = (unsigned char*)  

malloc(640*480*3*sizeof(unsigned char));   
sz = wbGetImage(buffer);   
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sz = wbDecompressImage((unsigned char*)image,  
              buffer, sz, &width, &height); 
 
wbWriteImage("out.ppm", (unsigned char*)image,  

           sz, width, height); 
free(image); 
return 0; 
} 

The main program supposes a compressed image with size 
150 Ko (SIZE=150000) and a decompressed image with size 
900 Ko (resolution=640*480*3). 

int wbGetImage(unsigned char *buffer)              
{ 
unsigned char buf_rec[SIZE]; 
int img_size = 0; 
int retval; 
int sk; 
sk = wbInitialiseSocket(); 
send(sk, "GET /IMAGE.JPG HTTP/1.0\r\nUser-Agent:  

\r\nAuthorization: Basic \r\n\r\n", 128, 0); 
retval = recv(sk, buf_rec, SIZE, 0);   
while (retval != 0) 
{ 
 memcpy(buffer+img_size, buf_rec, retval); 
 img_size += retval; 
 retval = recv(sk, buf_rec, SIZE, 0);   
} 
for(i=0; i<img_size-1; i++) 
{ 
 if (buffer[i] == 0xFF && buffer[i+1] == 0xD8) 
 { 
 img_size -= i; 
 memmove(buffer, buffer+i, img_size); 
 break; 
 } 
} 
close(sk); 
return img_size; 
} 
 
Before calling wbGetImage(), buffer contains the JPEG 
compressed image or MJPEG video with http header and 
variable sz contains its size. After calling wbGetImage(), 
buffer contains the JPEG compressed image or MJPEG video 
without http header and sz the new size. Note that FFD8 and 
FFD9 are respectively the marker of start and end of JPEG 
images, so that MJPEG videos are easy to manipulate. At this 
step either we transfer the data in buffer directly into a file (so 
with JPEG format), or  we decompress them into image and 
save them in a file with any format, (for example PPM) for 
displaying. 

int wbDecompressImage 
(unsigned char *image,  
unsigned char *buffer,  
int sz, int *width, int *height)   
{ 
struct jpeg_decompress_struct cinfo; 
struct jpeg_error_mgr jerr; 
unsigned char *line; 
 
cinfo.err = jpeg_std_error(&jerr); 
jpeg_create_decompress(&cinfo); 

jpeg_tab_src(&cinfo, buffer, sz); 
jpeg_read_header(&cinfo, TRUE); 
jpeg_start_decompress(&cinfo); 
*height = cinfo.output_height; 
*width = cinfo.output_width; 
line = image; 
while(cinfo.output_scanline < (*height)) 
{ 
line = image +  
          3 * (*width) * cinfo.output_scanline; 
jpeg_read_scanlines(&cinfo, &line, 1); 
} 
jpeg_finish_decompress(&cinfo); 
jpeg_destroy_decompress(&cinfo); 
return 3* (*height) * (*width); 
} 
 
int wbWriteImage(char *fichier, unsigned char *img,  
                                 int sz, int width, int height) 
{ 
FILE *fp; 
 
fp = fopen(fichier, "w"); 
if (fp == NULL) 
{ 
fprintf(stderr, "Error"); 
return(1); 
} 
 
fprintf(fp, "P6 %d %d 255 ", width, height); 
for (i=0; i<taille; i++) fprintf(fp, "%c", img[i]); 
  
return fclose(fp); 
}  
 
Our "bytes of interest" are in buffer.  

The quantization matrix is detected by the hexadecimal 
marker FFDB and its length (8*8 bytes). In fact, two 
quantization matrices are used in JPEG compression: the first 
one QY is for Y and corresponds to the first FFDB and the 
second one QUV is for U and V and corresponds to the second 
FFDB. We only consider QY. 

The compressed data corresponding to each image are 
detected by FFDA and FFD9.  

To achieve watermarking of the compressed image/video 
before sending the data to the local station, we suggest two 
possibilities: 

1. We modify the quantization matrix used in each JPEG 
image constituting the MJPEG video stream. The 
modification may be the same or not the same for all 
images. This way is used for authentication of our data 
and possibly for identifying the wifibot (if many).  

2. We watermark each image compressed data using linear 
interpolation of these data and the compressed data of a 
watermark stored in the embarked processor. One can use 
the algorithms in [10]. This way is suitable for copyright. 
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4. TESTS 
Fig. 3 is an example of an MJPEG video stream of 40 ms with 
11 frames, so its speed is about 30 frames / second. 

Each frame in the JPEG video includes a standard 
quantization matrix QY, so one can define a different QY for 
each frame.  

When receiving the stream, a program in the local station can 
check frames one by one through the quantization matrix. If it 
is different from ours, then we deduce that it is a foreign 
image which can be embedded by voluntary or involuntary 
way.

 

Fig. 3. Example of an MJPEG video stream. 

Fig.4 and Fig.5 illustrate an example of the quantization 
matrix watermarking respectively by adding and subtracting 
different value of ε ∈{1, 5, 10, 50}. We note that a small 

modification of the quantization matrix (eg. ε = ± 1) does not 
affect the image quality. 

 

 

Fig 4. Quantization matrix modification by addition of different values of ε. 

 

Fig 5. Quantization matrix modification by subtraction of different values of ε.
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5. CONCLUSION 
We presented in this paper a new approach for video 
watermarking for an application in robotics. We were 
interested particularly in the video stream of Motion JPEG. 
This kind of video is most common in the wifibot. The 
proposed approach is based on the watermarking of the 
quantization matrix which is one of the most important 
properties in the JPEG files. Watermarking the quantization 
matrix represents a major advantage in terms of time. It 
consists of just watermarking a little quantity of data relatively 
to watermarking all the image and it manipulates the 
compressed image instead of the image itself. The results are 
very significant since the local station can recognize the 
wifibot sending the stream. This will motivate us to integrate 
this module in the sending process of the video through a 
communication network. 
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